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•  A paper on recommendations on 
error reporting has been published 
by the TUNER team. 

•  In this presentation I will focus on 
issues relevant for the TOAR 
project (as far as I can judge) 



A side note: 

  GUM claims that “error” and “uncertainty” are two different concepts. 
  The difference is not clear; neither within GUM nor in the rest of the 
literature. 
  I use the terms “error” and “uncertainty” interchangeably. 
  At worst I will get a ticket/penalty from the terminology police… 



What are systematic 
errors? 
What are random errors? 
 
  You find multiple, partly contradicting definitions in the literature. 
  We use the following definition: 
  Systematic errors are errors which generate a bias between 
observations of the same airmass by different instruments. 
  Random errors are errors that generate a standard deviation of the 
differences between observations of the same airmass by different 
instruments. 
  Headache errors are errors which generate both. 

Advantage: error estimates according to these definitions are empirically 
testable 



Can systematic errors 
be represented by a 
pdf? 
  Error estimates are often characterized by statistical quantities 
(variance, standard deviation) etc. Often, error bars represent standard 
deviations. 
  Some people claim that this is nonsense because a systematic error is 
a single value and not a part of a frequency distribution. 
  Since in the context of systematic errors frequentist statistics fails, we 
can conceive ‘probability’ as the belief of a rational agent (often called 
`subjective probability’); 
  The ‘fair bet ratio’ is a means to get an intuitive handle on this concept. 
  With this concept it is possible to characterize systematic errors with a 
standard deviation. 
  This is a precondition to combine systematic and random errors to an 
estimate of the total error. 



Should random and 
systematic errors be 
reported as a 
combined, total error? 

 NO! 
 For some applications only the random error is 
relevant (e.g. time series) 
 For some application only the systematic error is 
relevant (when large amounts of data are 
averaged, the random component averages out) 
 Error components should be reported separately. 



How to evaluate 
systematic errors? 

  Either you can use linear (Gaussian) error propagation: Sx = GKSbKTG 
Sx   error covariance matrix of the target quantities 
G   Gain (sensitivity of the target variables wrt the direct measurements) 
K   Jacobian (sensitivity of the direct measurement wrt the error-causing 
parameter) 
Sb  error  covariance matrix of the error-causing parameter  

  
  Or you can perform sensitivity studies. 
σx

 = G(y;b+σb) - G(y;bb)  



Headache errors 
  Some error sources cause both a systematic and a random error 
component; 
  Example: in remote sensing, spectroscopic data uncertainties cause a 
systematic error, because the same spectroscopic data are used for 
each retrieval. But variations of the atmospheric state `modulate’ this 
originally systematic error; i.e., the sensitivity of the target quantity to 
the uncertain parameter may depend on the atmospheric state. This 
causes a random component. 
  Often one can categorize the error depending on the dominance of 
either the random or the systematic component. 
  With MIPAS we try to do sensitivity studies for larger samples and 
calculate the bias and the scatter individually 



Error correlations in 
various domains 

  Often we say about an error “it is systematic in altitude” because the 
state value is too high in all altitudes. Strictly speaking, it can still be a 
random error, but correlated in the altitude domain. 
  Correlations in various domains are important; depending on the 
application of the data, the same error can behave like random or 
systematic errors 
  Domains: altitude, among species, … 
  Applications:  

calculation of vertical column amounts from profiles; 
Trace gas budgets 



A priori and smoothing 
issues 
  For retrievals where a priori constraints are used, the a priori and the 
averaging kernels should be reported. 
  In order to reduce data volume, often averaged data are reported; if in 
such cases averaged averaging kernels are reported, also the 
correlation between the state variable and the averaging kernel is 
needed (von Clarmann and Glatthor, AMT, 2019) 
  Instead of the smoothing error (Rodgers 2000),  the averaging kernels 
should be provided to the user. The reason is that the smoothing error 
cannot be propagated to finer grids (direct evaluation on the finer grid 
would render a larger smoothing error!) (von Clarmann, AMT, 2014). 
Attention: Rodgers’ Sx error covariance matrix does include the 
smoothing error. 

 



Further TUNER 
recommendations: 

  Define your terminology 
  The error budget should be as complete as possible 
  Report confidence limits (or whatever the meaning of the error bars is) 
  Error diagnostics should be reported for the same discretization which 
is used for the data as reported. 
  If representative error estimates are reported: are the error components 
additive or multiplicative? 



THANK 
YOU! 


